RSA Indonesia would like to inform you the activities due to THE WORLD DAY OF REMEMBRANCE FOR ROAD TRAFFIC VICTIMS programs in Indonesia.

Road Safety Association ( RSA ) Indonesia held a Day of Reflection activities Accident Victims World ( World Day of Remembrance / WDOR ) for Road Traffic Victim in 2013, during November 2013. Activity wrapped in socialization, education and road safety campaigns .

WDOR 2013 activities are carried out in 6 (six) rounds in 4 (four) different cities in Indonesia which are Jakarta, Bekasi, Cirebon and Bandung.

The first round was held in two acts, those are activities in Plaza Indonesia motorcycle club Motorcycle Club ( PIMC ) at Central Jakarta, Saturday, November 9, 2013. The activities are on education and socialization .

In the second round, RSA together with community PRA Pulsarian Indonesia Bekasi, Caliber, in Bekasi, Sunday, November 17, 2013 . This activity is wrapped in education.
Then, the third round was held in SMA Negeri 1 Cirebon, and in SMK NU Mechanics, Cirebon, West Java. Those activities were held on November 16, 2013. These activities to the students, RSA Indonesia wrapped in the concept of education of Road Safety.

The fourth round was held with the College of Transport Management (STMT) Trisakti, Jakarta, Saturday, November 23, 2013 with the same form as education of Road Safety.

Then the peace campaign which took place in the arena of Car Free Day (CFD) in Dago, Bandung, West Java, Sunday November 24, becoming the fifth round of the 2013 RSA Indonesian WDOR action. That action form of campaign involving people that participated in the CFD Bandung.
The culmination activity of RSA Indonesia, in the sixth round of WDOR acts in Indonesia held at Cibubur on Saturday, November 30, 2013. Activities covered in the event of 'Road Safety Network Gathering' which is education and socialization and ends with signing 'Road Safety Petition' by representatives from 28 communities and groups of people that concerned about Road Safety in Indonesia.